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(57) ABSTRACT 
Abase With clarnp includes a clamping barrel, a ?xing bolt, 
a sleeve seat and clarnping plate. The clarnping barrel has an 
open bottom and a top plate With a top hole and the top hole 
is surrounded by a clamping recess and has at least tWo 
recess holes. The ?xing bolt has a clamping rod and a 
fastening plate, Which juts out a fastening post. The clamp 
ing rod has a diameter less than the inner diameter of the top 
hole With rod threads. The fastening plate has a siZe corre 
sponding to the clamping recess and has screW holes cor 
responding to the recess hole for the screWs capable of 
passing through the screW holes and engaging With the 
recess hole. The sleeve seat has a base disk and extends 
upWard an annular step and a cylindrical ring from the base 
disk for ?tting With the clamping barrel so as to span the 
annular step and the cylindrical ring at the top thereof has a 
central hole for being passed through by the clamping rod. 
The clarnping plate is ?at and has a threaded hole for 
engaging With the rod threads. Hence, the clamping plate 
can ascend and descend along the clamping rod by Way of 
the base disk and the clamping plate having a siZe greater 
than a hole of a held object and being placed on and under 
the hole respectively and the clamping barrel being turned so 
that the held object can be pressingly held or released. 
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BASE WITH CLAMP 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a base With clamp 
and particularly to a base suitable for a held object such as 
a desktop With a hole. 

[0003] 2. Brief Description of Related Art 

[0004] A base With clamp is frequently seen in our daily 
lives. Because the base With clamp has a function of 
supporting and clamping an object placed on it, it can be 
Widely used for holding articles such as a lamp, a ?le stand, 
a telephone stand or a connecting frame of a plane display. 

[0005] Presently, places for of?ces or living are getting 
smaller so that spaces available for personal individuals and 
of?ce desks become smaller too. Hence, it is an inevitable 
trend that stuff provided on the desktop being hung With a 
clamping base. 

[0006] Taking a lamp as an example, a conventional and 
commonly used ?xture for the lamp is similar to a document 
clip and an end of the ?xture clamps an edge of the desktop 
and another end thereof is joined to the lamp. In this Way, it 
is possible for the lamp being disposed above the desktop. 

[0007] HoWever, for systematiZed office furniture, espe 
cially for a partition system or screen system, the desktop for 
a personal space is mounted to partitions at right, left and 
rear sides of the desktop, that is, there is no place for the 
conventional clamping base holding the right, left and rear 
edges and it Will impede people to move in or move out in 
case of the clamping base being ?xed to the front edge of the 
desktop so as to result in inconvenience of the user during 
Work. Besides, the preceding desktop is provided With a 
circular hole for being passed through by Wires such as lead 
Wires, telephone Wires and signal Wires so that the display, 
the mouse and the telephone can be placed on the desktop. 
Hence, it is a problem that has to be overcome is hoW to 
utiliZe the circular hole for locating the clamping base and 
being passed through by the Wires. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
base With clamp, Which a base With clamp includes a 
clamping barrel, a ?xing bolt, a sleeve seat and clamping 
plate. The clamping barrel has an open bottom and a top 
plate With a top hole and the top hole is surrounded by a 
clamping recess and has at least tWo recess holes. The ?xing 
bolt has a clamping rod and a fastening plate, Which juts out 
a fastening post. The clamping rod has a diameter less than 
the inner diameter of the top hole With rod threads. The 
fastening plate has a siZe corresponding to the clamping 
recess and has screW holes corresponding to the recess hole 
for the screWs capable of passing through the screW holes 
and engaging With the recess hole. The sleeve seat has a base 
disk and extends upWard an annular step and a cylindrical 
ring from the base disk for ?tting With the clamping barrel 
so as to span the annular step and the cylindrical ring at the 
top thereof has a central hole for being passed through by the 
clamping rod. The clamping plate is ?at and has a threaded 
hole for engaging With the rod threads. Hence, the clamping 
plate can ascend and descend along the clamping rod by Way 
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of the base disk and the clamping plate having a siZe greater 
than a hole of a held object and being placed on and under 
the hole respectively and the clamping barrel being turned so 
that the held object can be pressingly held or released. 

[0009] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a base With clamp in Which the cylindrical ring and the 
annular step are provided With a longitudinal piercing hole 
and a recess is provided at the annular step corresponding to 
the piercing hole for being able to alloW Wires passing 
through. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] The present invention can be more fully understood 
by reference to the folloWing description and accompanying 
draWings, in Which: 

[0011] FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective vieW of a base 
With clamp according to the present invention; 

[0012] FIG. 2 is an assembled perspective vieW of the 
base shoWn in FIG. 1; and 

[0013] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW illustrating the base 
being in a state of clamping. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0014] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, basically, a base With 
clamp includes a clamping barrel 1, a ?xing bolt 2, a sleeve 
seat 3 and a clamping plate 4. 

[0015] Wherein, the clamping barrel 1 is provided With an 
open bottom, Which is circular as shoWn in the ?gures. Of 
course, the bottom can be other shapes such as square or 
semicircular. The clamping barrel 1 has an upper plate 11 
With a central top hole 12 for being passed through and in 
order to be ?xedly located, a recess ring 13 is arranged to 
surround the top hole 12 With at least tWo recess holes 14 for 
fastening With the ?xing bolts 2. The clamping barrel 1 at 
periphery of the main body thereof can be provided With a 
saW teeth shaped barrel groove 15 for being easily exerting 
a force. 

[0016] The ?xing bolt 2 is composed of a clamping rod 21 
and a fastening plate 22. The fastening plate 22 juts out a 
fastening post 23. The clamping rod 21 has the diameter 
thereof less than the inner diameter of the top hole 12 With 
rod threads 211 thereon such that it is possible for the 
clamping rod 21 to engage With the clamping plate 4. The 
fastening plate 22 is provided With a siZe corresponding to 
the clamping recess 13 so as to be inserted into the clamping 
recess 13. Further, the fastening plate 22 is provided With 
screW holes 221 corresponding to the recess hole 14. Hence, 
the clamping bolt 2 can be joined to the clamping barrel 1 
by Way of screWs 222. As shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2, although 
the clamping recess 13 and the fastening plate 22 are shaped 
With rectangles but it is not a limitation. Besides, the 
clamping post 23, Which extends from the bolt plate 22, is 
cylindrical With a cylindrical hole shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 
but it is not a limitation. The purpose of the clamping post 
23 is to be joined to an extension bar of a stand or a support 
frame for articles and no detail Will be described further 
because the joint of the clamping post 23 and the extension 
bar is note related to technique of the present invention. 
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[0017] The sleeve seat 3 is provided With a seat disk 31 
and the seat disk 31 is oval shape shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
It is noted that other shapes for the seat disk 31 can be 
provided except the oval shape. It is enough that the siZe of 
the seat disk 31 is bigger than a circular hole of a desktop. 
The seat disk 31 at the center thereof extends upWard an 
annular step 32 and a cylindrical ring 33, Which has a siZe 
corresponding to the inner diameter of the clamping barrel 
1 for ?tting With clamping barrel 1 to span the annular step 
32. Further, the cylindrical ring 33 at the top thereof has a 
central hole 34 for being passed through by the clamping rod 
21. In addition, in order to make Wires possible to pass 
through the sleeve seat 3, a longitudinal through hole 35 is 
provided at the annular step 32 and the cylindrical ring 33 
With a U shaped recess 36 at the annular step 32 correspond 
ing to the longitudinal through hole 35 so that the Wires can 
pass over the longitudinal hole 35 and moves out of the 
circular hole of the table top via the through hole 35 to be 
joined to related equipment. Moreover, the base disk 31 at 
the bottom face thereof may be associated With an anti-slip 
pad 37 so as to provide a function of avoid slip. 

[0018] The clamping plate 4 is ?at With tWo opposite ends 
thereof having an up-bend edge 41 respectively such that the 
clamping plate 4 can span tWo lateral sides of the circular 
hole at the desktop. The clamping plate 4 can be provided 
With a threaded hole 42 for engaging With the rod threads 
211 such that the clamping plate 4 can ascend or descend 
along the clamping rod 21 for clipping or releasing the 
desktop With the base disk 31 commonly. The threaded hole 
42 also can be attached to the upper end of a support post 43, 
Which is ?xed to or ?ts With the clamping plate 4. In this 
Way, the clamping rod 21 can be reduced the length thereof 
and can be disposed in the circular hole of the desktop via 
the support post 43 to reduce the rotational time of the 
clamping barrel 1. 

[0019] Referring to FIG. 2 again, While the base With 
clamp of the present invention is set up, the clamping rod 21 
of the clamping bolt 2 is arranged to pass over the top hole 
12 and the clamping bolt 2 can be located at the clamping 
barrel 1 by Way of the screWs 222 passing through the screW 
holes 221 and fastening to the recess holes 14. Then, the 
clamping barrel 1 is arranged to ?t With the cylindrical ring 
33 With the clamping rod 21 passing through the central hole 
34. In the mean time, the threaded hole 42 at the top of the 
support post 43 of the clamping plate 4 engages With the rod 
threads 21 of the clamping rod to complete the assembly. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 3, in practice, the annular step 32 
of the sleeve seat 3 is placed on a held object, such as the 
circular hole of the desktop, ?rst. Next, the assembled 
clamping barrel 1 and the clamping bolt 2 are ?tted to the 
cylindrical ring 33 to alloW the clamping rod 21 passing over 
the central hole 34 and being disposed in the circular hole 
and the clamping plate 4 is placed under the circular hole to 
alloW the tWo up-bend edges being disposed at tWo lateral 
sides of the circular hole With the support post 43 inserting 
into the circular hole and the screW holes 42 engaging With 
the rod threads 211. Finally, the clamping barrel 1 is turned 
along With the rod threads 211 such that the clamping rod 21 
moves upWard to clamp the desktop by Way of the tWo 
contact edges 41 and the base disk 31 holding the desktop 
commonly. 
[0021] It is appreciated that the base With clamp of the 
present invention can overcome the disadvantage of the 
desktop being not clamped due to edge parts of the desktop 
being enclosed and it can obtain ?rmness of lamping com 
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pletely only by means of the circular hole original for being 
passed through by Wires. Furthermore, the through hole and 
the recess arranged in the cylindrical ring and the annular 
step respectively can be passed over by the Wires to reserve 
the original function With enhancing visual sense of beauty 
and it is unable to be reached by the conventional clamping 
base. 

[0022] While the invention has been described With ref 
erence to preferred the embodiment thereof, it is to be 
understood that modi?cations or variations may be easily 
made Without departing from the spirit of the invention, 
Which is de?ned in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A base With clamp, comprising: 

a clamping barrel, having an open bottom and a top plate 
With a top hole, the top hole being surrounded a 
clamping recess and providing at least tWo recess holes; 

a ?xing bolt, having a clamping rod and a fastening plate, 
Which juts out a fastening post, the clamping rod having 
a diameter less than an inner diameter of the top hole 
With rod threads, the fastening plate having a siZe 
corresponding to the clamping recess and having screW 
holes corresponding to the recess hole for screWs 
passing through the screW holes and engaging With the 
recess hole; 

a sleeve seat, having a base disk and extending upWard an 
annular step and a cylindrical ring from the base disk 
for ?tting With the clamping barrel and spanning the 
annular step and the cylindrical ring at a top thereof 
having a central hole for being passed through by the 
clamping rod; and 

a clamping plate, being ?at and having a threaded hole for 
engaging With the rod threads; 

Whereby, the clamping plate can ascend and descend 
along the clamping rod by Way of the base disk and the 
clamping plate having a siZe greater than a hole of a 
held object and being placed on and under the hole 
respectively and the clamping barrel being turned so 
that the held object can be pressingly held or released. 

2. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
clamping barrel is cylindrical With a periphery thereof 
having saW teeth shaped grooves. 

3. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
fastening post at a center thereof can be provided With a post 
hole. 

4. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
cylindrical ring and the annular step are provided With a 
longitudinal hole and the annular step has a recess corre 
sponding to the longitudinal hole so as for Wires being able 
to pierce and pass through. 

5. The base With clamp according to claim 4, Wherein the 
recess has a U shape. 

6. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
clamping plate at tWo lateral ends thereof is up bend to 
constitute a contact edge respectively. 

7. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
threaded hole is provided at a top of a support post extending 
doWnWard from the clamping plate. 

8. The base With clamp according to claim 7, Wherein the 
support post is ?xed to or ?ts With the clamping plate. 

9. The base With clamp according to claim 1, Wherein the 
base disk can be associated With a anti-slip pad. 

* * * * * 


